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11/24/03 
Falcon 4.0/SP3 Campaign Mission Report #22 
OPERATION ROLLING FIRE  
DAY 2 – 1815 HOURS 
 
Campaign Status: 
 
As the daylight hours draw to a close on Day 2 this will be the last scheduled strike against targets in the 
Imjin River area. While other Osan AFB crews will continue to pound the area through-out the night in an 
attempt to hold the bridges we now control, I will be switching to strategic strikes for the duration of the 
night. 
 
Objective: 
 
Our objective for this final daylight mission is to again interdict enemy armor movement north of the Imjin 
River. Specifically we are tasked with the destruction of the DPRK 3rd Mech Brigade: 
 

 
 
Planning/preflight: 
 
We’ll be carrying CBU-97/105 Sensor Fuzed Weapons and the waypoints have again been set to provide 
easy identification of the free-fire zone north of the Imjin River: 
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Debrief: 
 
With the sun just about kissing the horizon it is time to start flying with Aeyes awesome night cockpit. Here 
you can see the difference between the daylight cockpit in the dark and the illuminated night cockpit: 
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Stoking the burner I take-off and turn toward the target area anxious to get this mission over with: 
 

 
 
Setting up the A2G panel I decide to release 4 bombs on each pass with 2500’ burst altitude and 300’ 
spacing: 
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Our first radar contact approaching the target area is a flight of four J-8 aircraft strung out in trail 
formation heading north, away from us: 
 

  
 

 
 
I hesitate engaging them since they really aren’t that big of a threat and they are headed away from 
us, but they are flying very slow so the temptation is too great. I designate the tail-end Charlie in the 
formation and hand him off to my wingman to engage, which he promptly does. 
 
Seconds later my RWR starts chirping and a MiG-21 symbol appears. I have made the mistake of 
keeping my radar scan volume tilted down toward the lower flying J-8s and was excluding the CAP 
flight of MiG-21s above them! I quickly slew my radar elevation upward and see the onrushing MiG-
21s, designate the lead and order my wingman to engage: 
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My threat receiver starts making the awful continuous “ripping” sound associated with being targeted 
by a narrow targeting radar. My wingman yells “break left” and I know that one of the MiGs has fired a 
heat-seeker at me. It isn’t until later in the debrief that I find I’ve been targeted by 2 AA-8 “Aphid” IR 
missiles shot 11 seconds apart. Instinctively I rack my aircraft into a hard left turn and ease the 
throttle up to military power while I thumb the chaff/flare button. 
 
As I drop chaff and flares the MiG-21 starts his turn to fall in behind me: 
 

 
 
The flares and hard break turn must spoof the AA-8s since I don’t get hit. Now I’ve got trouble 
however, with a fully laden aircraft and the MiG-21 has slid in behind me and I can hear the threat 
receiver constantly announcing his presence and deadly intent. My wingman shouts once again “Fox 2 
inbound!” and dump the nose a bit more to keep my energy up and start pulling and popping flares. 
This time it’s an AA-2C “Atoll” heat-seeker which amazingly misses! I continue pulling hard, only 
stopping when the airframe begins to groan and bend. I finally see the MiG-21 flash by my canopy and 
when I see him commit to a hard right turn to get back on my 6 I unload, push the throttle into 
afterburner and dive for the deck while trying to make my way south. I know that the full burner is 
offering an excellent IR target, but I’m hoping I can out-run him a bit before he has a chance to 
reacquire me: 
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With all the bombs still hanging on my jet the noise changes to a roar as I pass though about Mach .94 
and I gently pull the throttle back to go no faster or risk damaging the jet. I query AWACS and he 
responds to my threat request with a bearing right on my 6 for 4 miles. A minute later the range has 
opened to 10 miles and I hear my wingman shouting that he is defensive. With a comfortable stand-off 
range opened I reverse and head back into the fray. I immediately lock-up a target, query AWACS and 
he confirms it is a MiG-21. As I go into burner to close the distance I’m hoping I’m going to kill the MiG 
that is threatening my wingman but that hope fades in an instant when I see my wingman flash across 
my windscreen right to left with another MiG-21 in hot pursuit: 
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I pass through the drama of my wingman and his fight and concentrate on my own missile shot as the 
other MiG turns toward me, our closure sky-rockets and my launch carat drops quickly into the DLZ. 
Fox 3! 
 

 
 
My target is a kill but I hear my wingman shout that he is hit. Behind me I can see the situation unfold 
as the MiG-21 fires and smoke pours from my wingman’s stricken jet: 
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Banking into a hard right 270 degree turns puts the remaining MiG-21 and my wingman on the nose 
but it is too late and #2 punches out. I have his attacker locked up though and let fly with one 
AMRAAM outside the DLZ and another inside the DLZ: 
 

 
 

 
 
I don’t even get to witness the kill as new MiG-29 symbols start filling the RWR so I dump my nose 
once again and head south under full burner and outrun them. The heavy use of burner has taken it’s 
toll and when I glance at my fuel gauge I’m showing only 1300 lbs., which is enough to get back to 
base, but not enough to continue fighting: 
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I query AWACS for a steer to the tanker and am pleasantly surprised to hear him call out a heading 
and range that is only about 3 miles distant. I look up through the canopy and spy the Texaco way up 
high at 22-thousand feet: 
 

 
 
As I climb to rendezvous with the tanker my HUD starts flashing “FUEL” and I know things are going to 
get tight. With all my bombs still on it’s a struggle to reach the flight level of the tanker yet accelerate 
enough to keep pace with him (about 325 knots or so). I lock up the tanker with my A2A radar to give 
me good closure rate information and radio him for my request to take fuel. I also open my refueling 
door: 
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Just as I reach the tanker he radios a warning that he will be commencing a turn and I sigh knowing 
how difficult it is to hook up to the boom during the turn: 
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Taking a furtive glance at my fuel gauge I see I’m down to 800 pounds and I tell myself to fly a smooth 
approach and say the fighter pilot’s prayer “Please dear Lord, don’t let me fuc* up..” The best view for 
tanking, in my opinion, is the partial look-up view that just shows the HUD: 
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Just as I’m about to get on the boom the *****in’ Betty goes off and the master caution illuminates, 
rattling me a bit and I’m forced to back off for a second to re-collect myself. The fuel low warning light 
illuminates the master warning when approximately 750 lbs. remain in the tanks: 
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I approach the tanker again and have no problems getting onto the boom. For the first time in my 
entire history of flying Falcon 4 I manage to stay on the boom for the entire fueling process without 
falling off a single time! I take a full load and the boom disconnects automatically at 7200 lbs.: 
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Heading back toward the target area AWACS calls out some aircraft 50 miles distant and I feel my 
opportunity has arrived and that I can just squeeze in and out of the target area before they are a 
factor. At about 15 miles out I call up the A2G radar, switch to GMT mode and designate a likely cluster 
of movers: 
 

  
 
Cont… 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 
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With the mover locked I get a good sense of the general target location through the targeting box in 
the HUD: 
 

  
 

 
 
The chirp of the “new contact” tone from the threat receiver causes me to glance up and I see the 
dreaded -29 symbol at about 11 o’clock and suddenly the missile warning light illuminates and the tone 
pulses as one of the MiG-29s takes an AA-10C “Alamo” shot at me. I start dropping chaff and flares 
and don’t stop for the entire time I’m on the attack run: 
 

 
 
It now becomes a race to get on and off the target. Since I have a very good idea of the target location 
from the target designator box in the HUD I reach down and switch from CCRP to CCIP so that I don’t 
have to wait on the computer to release the weapons. I push the throttle forward and accidentally 
break Mach 1 and hear a bit of wrenching metal before I can get her slowed up a bit. My CCIP pipper 
crosses the target area and I punch the button and hold it twice to allow all 8 bombs to release. As 
soon as the Master Caution illuminates that is my cue that all my ordnance has released (since that 
triggers the reminder to switch to CAT I, or clean jet, maneuverability): 
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With the jet free of it’s load I honk around into a tight, descending, afterburning turn back toward the 
south away from the MiG-29s: 
 

 
 
As I descend for the deck DPRK flak and AAA chases me over the FLOT although my exposure is brief 
as it only takes 10 seconds for me to reach friendly territory from my bombing area: 
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Meanwhile my bombs have finally reached the ground exploding in two strings which unfortunately 
JUST miss a large concentration of moving armor although I do get some kills: 
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I quickly accelerate to Mach 1.15 and stay on the deck. I do have one AMRAAM left and I briefly 
consider lobbing it at the MiG-29s but my radar is stuck in A2G mode anyway. For some reason I can’t 
get the radar to do anything at all, it’s stuck in the A2G mode and the cursors or modes won’t change. 
I press my Fault Acknowledgement (F-ACK) button several times and only see two damage reports ISA 
Single fail and SMS Station 3 fail, which must have been caused by me over-Ging the aircraft during 
evasive maneuvers with the bombs on the airframe: 
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Arriving at my home base in the setting sun I’m happy to have survived all the A2A action and missile 
shots. I don’t think I’ve ever survived 4 missile shots against me in any other mission: 
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Ironically I almost get killed by a departing A-10 as I roll out down the runway (I didn’t ask for 
permission to land) but luckily he gets airborne just before hitting me! 
 

 
 
The mission is rated a success although I only ended up with 2 A2G kills and 3 A2A kills: 
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My wingman did a stellar job before getting shot down though with 3 kills to his credit as well: 
 

 
 
So at the end of the daylight bombing this will be how the area stands initially. We will see what dawn 
brings after a long night unattended by me: 
 

 
 
BeachAV8R 
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Another great read Beach. Pretty good timing too, I just finished reading #20  . 
 
About the AG radar, there's a few things you can try:  
-Undesignating the target (don't remember the key), and/or 
-Pressing the cancel (C) key 
and/or 
Pressing the AG master mode select button under the HUD.  
Usually one of those will work.  
 
 
Cheers 
 
Mr B 
 
-------------------- 
"American components, Russian components, all made in Taiwan!" 
 
AMD XP 2500 
Radeon 9600 
512Mb RAM 
SB Live 5.1 
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I thought Superpak had done with the "wall of migs". Reading your reports this doesn't seem to be 
the case. 
 
A problem with the original F4 was that when exiting the campaign and entering again the 
campaign generator would put all available enemy assets up in the air. If you flew several missions 
in a row things would calm down a bit. Since you fly (I guess) only one mission at a time for your 
reports, this might account for the heavy enemy traffic you always seem to encounter. 
 
As I said before, instead of bombing factories etc. which has little (if any) effect on he overall 
progress of the campaign, take out the Chinese airfields. Difficult, but rewarding. They do the 
same to you! 
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No, I'm not encountering the "wall of MiGs" problem that was such a pain in the ass when the 
game was first released. The enemy air activity seems to be about on par with the allied 
objectives. There is definitely an orderly tasking of enemy attack flights that come in waves much 
like the allied side does. The MiGs are merely escorting the strike aircraft that are intent on doing 
the same thing we are, destroying targets along the FLOT. Sure I meet up with a lot of resistance 
over the FLOT, but I'm sure the DPRK ground troops are hollering for support just as mine would 
be. I don't think it is coincidence that enemy CAP flights seem to run into me over the FLOT. For 
one thing, I tend to spend FAR, FAR too long over the FLOT. In real life it would be a dash in and 
out. If you couldn't get in, you probably wouldn't orbit waiting for a good "slot" since finding a gap 
in the ATO would be rather difficult.  
 
In any case, I have noticed a definite improvement in the campaign and though I do encounter 
MiGs on every mission, there ARE gaps in the coverage, and sometimes you just have to make 
your own gaps!   
 
You may be right about flying one mission, exiting the campaign and re-entering at a later date. 
I've noticed that as a mission gets longer (1 hour +) there is a significant reduction in enemy 
aircraft over the FLOT. So if I landed and picked up another mission without exiting the campaign 
things might indeed be a bit quieter...good point.. 
 
BeachAV8R 
 
-------------------- 
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I have a question from someone who has never flown this sim. Isnt there a countdown when firing 
the AIM 120 until its radar head goes active, and acquires the target? 
 
But I never notice the reports talking about this. Is the countdown not correct? 
 
Chumley 

From: Juneau, Alaska, USA | Registered: Dec 2001  |  IP: Logged 
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 posted 11-24-2003 23:15                          

quote: 

Originally posted by BeachAV8R: 
No, I'm not encountering the "wall of MiGs" problem that was such a pain in 
the ass when the game was first released. The enemy air activity seems to be 
about on par with the allied objectives. There is definitely an orderly tasking 
of enemy attack flights that come in waves much like the allied side does. The 
MiGs are merely escorting the strike aircraft that are intent on doing the same 
thing we are, destroying targets along the FLOT. Sure I meet up with a lot of 
resistance over the FLOT, but I'm sure the DPRK ground troops are hollering 
for support just as mine would be. I don't think it is coincidence that enemy 
CAP flights seem to run into me over the FLOT. For one thing, I tend to spend 
FAR, FAR too long over the FLOT. In real life it would be a dash in and out. If 
you couldn't get in, you probably wouldn't orbit waiting for a good "slot" 
since finding a gap in the ATO would be rather difficult.  
 
In any case, I have noticed a definite improvement in the campaign and 
though I do encounter MiGs on every mission, there ARE gaps in the 
coverage, and sometimes you just have to make your own gaps!   
 
You may be right about flying one mission, exiting the campaign and re-
entering at a later date. I've noticed that as a mission gets longer (1 hour +) 
there is a significant reduction in enemy aircraft over the FLOT. So if I landed 
and picked up another mission without exiting the campaign things might 
indeed be a bit quieter...good point.. 
 
BeachAV8R 

Yep excellent observations all around <g> 
 
The sim engines's ATM uses a 1-2hr default turnaround cycle IIRC... and airframes dont get 
subtracted from Sqd strength totals till they are retasked after landing. This is an old glitch goin' 
back to V1. <G> 
 
Its not uncommon to see Sqd's with '0' planes having 1/2 dozen airframes or more up till the next 
planning cycle roles around. 
 
kinda balances out in big picture though, since it happens to all sides. 
 
 
Another good reason to use the realistic attrition switch ;-/ 
 
 
FAngs_444th 
 
-------------------- 
FAngs32 444 vTFS C/O L/O 
http://444thVFS.tripod.com  
http://www.fuzzylogik.co.uk/444th-tigers/  
[img]http://www.x-plane.org/users/444thvfs/444TH_SIG.gif[/img] 
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Fangs - Right on. 
 
chumley - You are correct. At long ranges when you fire the AMRAAM you should get an AXX 
symbol in the HUD with A being the activation time in XX seconds. If I'm not mistaken all during 
that "inactive" time your radar is updating the AMRAAM on where to steer. At the activation point 
the AMRAAM's onboard active radar activates and the missile becomes autonomous. The "time to 
activate" doesn't preclude you from turning away early though, the missile will simply not get any 
more updated targeting information from you radar. The AMRAAMS in F4 don't model activation 
time I don't think, because I turn away immediately after launch and they almost always hit. The 
only time they don't hit is when I've launched outside of the no-escape parameters of the Dynamic 
Launch Zone and the enemy turns away and accelerates and my missile doesn't have enough 
"glide" energy to catch them... 
 
BeachAV8R 
 
PS - All the above could be wrong..I didn't stay at a Holiday Inn Express last night.. 
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A bit more on that topic...check out this picture of the radar MFD from the above mission report: 
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In the bottom right corner of the MFD is the same launch information that is provided in the HUD. 
The A0 means the AMRAAM I have just shot has already gone active. The missile probably went 
active almost immediately after coming off the rail because of the extremely high closure rate on 
this shot (957 knots). The T14 means it will take 14 seconds for the now active AMRAAM to kill the 
target. I don't know if the T14 calculation is based on real-time missile data or if that is just an 
estimate based on the last known velocity, range and heading data the radar recorded of the 
contact. 
 
Hmm..would be nice to have a radar/AMRAAM expert among us..! 
 
BeachAV8R 
 
[ 11-25-2003, 02:11: Message edited by: BeachAV8R ] 
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All times are Eastern Time Zone  
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